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Abstract: This paper investigates the theoretical analysis of hybrid nanofluid flow due to stretchable rotating disks
system under the influence of non-uniform heat source or sink and thermal radiation. Two types of nanoparticles
Copper (Cu) and Alumina (Al2O3) mixed with the base fluid (ethylene glycol and water) in a ratio 50:50 were
considered. The governing partial differential equations were considered in a cylindrical coordinate and Von
Karman transformations were rendered into the system to obtain equivalent Ordinary differential equations. The
resulting non-linear Ordinary differential equations together with their initial and boundary conditions were solved
using finite differences method (FDM) with the aid of maple 18.0 software. The numerical result obtained shows the
effect of Reynolds number, Radiation parameter, magnetic parameter and volume fraction of hybrid nanoparticles
on the total Entropy generation and Bejan number. Also, the Skin friction Coefficient and Nusselt number at the
lower and upper rotating disk were examined for different parameters and the effects of various parameters on the
Axial, radial and tangential velocities and the thermal field presented graphically.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of copper as nanoparticle suspended in the base fluid have received a lot of attention in
the recent decades due to it extraordinary performance as antibacterial and antimicrobial agents
as well as its heat conduction activities. Majzlik et al. [1]. Its application in industries such as
pharmaceuticals, food, aeronautic, cosmetics, electronics and environmental science cannot be
over-emphasized.
Rotating disk with hydrodynamic flow was first investigated in the year 1921 by Von Kanman
[2], in his work which introduced a similarity transformation that was later adopted by many
researchers. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow of Cu-water nanofluid due to a rotating disk
with partial slip was studied by Hayat et al. [3]. Zangooee et al. [4] considered hydrothermal
analysis of MHD nanofluid (TiO2-GO) flow between two radiative stretchable rotating disks
using AGM. Chaoli Zhang et al. [5] studied MHD flow and radiation heat transfer of nanofluids
in porous media with variable surface heat flux and chemical reaction. Nanofluid flow and heat
transfer due to a rotating disk was studied by Mustafa Turkyilmazoglu [6]. Mushtaq and Mustafa
[7] studied the computations for nanofluid flow near a stretchable rotating disk with axial
magnetic field and convective conditions. Recently, Akindele and Ogunsola [8] analyzed the
study of non-isothermal permeable flow of nano-fluids in a stretchable rotating disk system.
Vimal Kumar Joshi et al. [9] analytically discussed the numerical investigation of magnetic
nanofluids flow over rotating disk embedded in a porous medium. MHD fluid flow and heat
transfer due to stretchable rotating disk was investigated by Mustafa [10]. The researchers [11-29]
presented their valuable contributions on the flow of nanofluids in a rotating disks system.
Recent researches on nanotechnology as proven that hybrid nanoparticles are more effective
compare to ordinary nanoparticles. Hybrid nanoparticles are prepared by suspending different
types of nanoparticules (more than one) in the base fluid.
Scholars that have worked on hybrid nanoparticles are as follows: Mabood et al. [30]
investigated Cu–Al2O3–H2O hybrid nanofluid flow with melting heat transfer, irreversibility
analysis and nonlinear thermal radiation. Siddiqui et al. [31] carried out on trade-off for
dispersion stability and thermal transport of Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid for various mixing ratios.
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Investigation on thermophysical properties of Tio2–Cu/H2O hybrid nanofluid transport
dependent on shape factor in MHD stagnation point flow was considered by Ghadikolaei et al.
[32]. Flow of hybrid nanofluid across a permeable longitudinal moving fin along with thermal
radiation and natural convection was studied by Gireesha et al. [33]. Waini et al. [34] reviewed
MHD flow and heat transfer of a hybrid nanofluid past a permeable stretching/shrinking wedge.
Khan et al. [35] discussed Darcy-Forchheimer hybrid (MoS2, SiO2) nanofluid flow with entropy
generation. The Study of Two-Phase Newtonian Nanofluid Flow Hybrid with Hafnium Particles
under the Effects of slip was explored by Ellahi et al. [36]. Waini et al. [37] performed Hybrid
nanofluid flow past a permeable moving thin needle. Aladdin et al. [38] carried out CuAl2O3/water hybrid nanofluid flow over a permeable moving surface in presence of
hydromagnetic and suction effects. Tayebi and Chamkha [39] studied the natural convection
enhancement in an eccentric horizontal cylindrical annulus using hybrid nanofluids. Free
convection enhancement in an annulus between horizontal confocal elliptical cylinders using
hybrid nanofluids was performed by Tayebi and Chamkha [40]. Gorla et al. [41] discussed heat
source/sink effects on a hybrid nanofluid-filled porous cavity. Chamkha et al. [42] analyzed the
numerical analysis of unsteady conjugate natural convection of hybrid water-based nanofluid in a
semicircular cavity. Transpiration and Viscous Dissipation Effects on Entropy Generation in
Hybrid Nanofluid Flow over a Nonlinear Radially Stretching Disk was examined by Farooq et al.
[43]. Afridi et al. [44] carried out the Entropy Generation in Cu-Al2O3-H2O Hybrid Nanofluid
Flow over a Curved Surface with Thermal Dissipation. Khan et al. [45] carried out
Computational analysis of nanofluid and hybrid nanofluid in Darcy’s squeezing flow with
entropy optimization. Magneto rotating flow of hybrid nanofluid with entropy generation was
discussed by Khan et al. [46]. Sadaf and Abdelsalam [47] worked on the adverse effects of a
hybrid nanofluid in a wavy non-uniform annulus with convective boundary conditions. Mixed
convective slip flow of hybrid nanofluid (MWCNTs + Cu + Water), nanofluid (MWCNTs +
Water) and base fluid (Water) was comparatively investigated by Mahammad et al. [48].
Zainala et al. [49] worked on MHD mixed convection stagnation point flow of a hybrid
nanofluid past a vertical flat plate with convective boundary condition. Venkateswarlu and
Narayana [50] investigated Cu2Al2O3/H2O hybrid nanofluid flow past a porous stretching sheet
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due to temperature dependent viscosity and viscous dissipation. Roy et al. [51] considered Heat
transfer of a hybrid nanofluid past a circular cylinder in the presence of thermal radiation and
viscous dissipation. Heat transfer analysis of Cu–Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid with heat flux and
viscous dissipation was investigated by Ali et al. [52]. Aly and Pop [53] explored MHD flow and
heat transfer near stagnation point over a stretching/shrinking surface with partial slip and
viscous dissipation: Hybrid nanofluid versus nanofluid. Acharya et al. [54] worked on the
hydrothermal features of magnetized TiO2–CoFe2O4 water-based steady hybrid nanofluid flow
over a radiative revolving disk. Cu-Al2O3/Water hybrid nanofluid through a permeable surface in
the presence of nonlinear radiation and variable thermal conductivity via LSM was examined by
Usman et al. [55]. There are some latest explorations about the hybrid nanofluid as presented in
the references [56-93]. Sachin Shaw [94] explained the Impact of Cattaneo-Christov heat flux on
Al2O3-Cu/H2O–(CH2OH)2 hybrid nanofluid flow between two stretchable rotating disks.
The objective of the present study is to analyze the development of the Mixture of Al2O3Cu/H2O-(CH2OH)2 MHD hydrid nanofluid flow due to a stretchable rotating disks system under
the influence of non-uniform heat source or sink and thermal radiation in a cylindrical coordinate.
The velocities profiles, pressure profile, thermal field, skin friction coefficient, Nusselt number,
total entropy generation and Bejan number are taken into consideration. The system of governing
non-linear partial differential equations was transformed into their ordinary differential equations
equivalents and the resulting equations were solved numerically by Newton’s Finite difference
technique subjected to appropriate boundary conditions.
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Nomenclature

T1:

(r,θ,z): Cylindrical coordinate

T2: Temperature of the upper disk

u,v,w: velocity component

T∞: Ambient temperature

a1,a2: lower and upper stretching rate

Tf : Mean temperature

A: Dimensionless radial parameter

w0: Suction velocity

A1, A2: Scaled rate stretching parameter at the

Greek symbols

lower and upper disk

η: Dimensionless parameter

Bi: Biot number
Be: Bejan number

 : Rotational number
 hnf: The kinematic viscosity of hybrid nanofluid

Br: Brinkman number

𝛼hnf : Thermal diffusivity of hybrid nanofluid

Cp: Specific heat at constant

𝛼1 : Dimensionless temperature difference

pressure (J/kg K)

𝛽: Porosity parameter

Cphnf: Heat capacity of hybrid nanofluid

𝛽0: Strength of uniform magnetic field

Cf: Skin friction coefficients

μ : Dynamic viscosity

Ec: Eckert number

μhnf : The dynamic viscosity of hybrid nanofluid

fw: Suction/injection parameter

ψ: Stream function

h: distance

ρ: Density of fluid

M: magnetic parameter

ρf : Density of base fluid

NG: Total entropy generation

ρhnf : The density of hybrid nanofluid

K: Thermal conductivity

σhnf: Electrical conductivity of hybrid nanofluid

k0: permeability constant

σ0: Electrical conductivity of the fluid parameter

k*: Mean absorption coefficient

σ*: Stefan-Boltmann constant

khnf: Thermal conductivity of hybrid nanofluid

𝜀: Pressure constant

m: Exponential constant

θ: Dimensionless temperature variable

Nu: Nusselt number
P:

Temperature of the lower disk

Ω1, Ω2: lower and upper rotational velocity
2

Hydrodynamic Pressure (N/m )

𝜙1𝜙2: Solid volume fraction parameter

Pr: Prandtl’s number

Subscripts

qw: Heat flux

f: Fluid

Q:

s: Solid

Temperature dependent heat source or sink

Q1: Surface dependent heat source or sink

nf : Nanofluid

Rd: Radative parameter

hnf : Hybrid nanofluid

Re: Reynolds number
Rer: Local Reynolds number
t: Time
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2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Following [8], the flow in the gap between two stretchable rotating disks in cylindrical coordinate
systems (r, θ, z) was considered. The gap contains a fluid that is considered as a hybrid nanofluid with
basefluid as a mixture of ethylene glycol (𝐶2𝐻6𝑂2) and water (𝐻2𝑂) in a ratio 50:50. The upper and the
lower disks are separated by distance h. The two disks rotate in an anticlockwise direction with
rotational velocities Ω1 and Ω2. The disks are deformable and a1 (lower) and a2 (upper) are their
stretching rates. Magnetic force takes place between the two disks and the upper disk is maintained at
temperature T2 and the lower disk at lesser temperature of T1. The flow geometry is as shown on figure
1. The conservation equation for mass (continuity), radial, tangential and axial momentum and energy
conservations equation models are as follows:

Figure 1: flow geometry between two rotating disks
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with initial and boundary conditions
u = ra1, v = rΩ1, w = W0, − k hnf

T
= h f (T f − T ) at z = 0
r

u = ra2, v = rΩ2, w = 0, T = T2 at z = h

(disk1)

(6)

(disk 2)

3. SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS
Following [8], the Von Karman similarity transformation
is invoked using:
u = 1rf ( ), v = 1rg ( ), w = −2h1 f ( ),

 ( ) =


T − T2
z
1 r2 
, = , P =  f 1  P( ) +

T1 − T2
h
2 h 2 


but

(

q = (Cp ) f 1 Q(T − T2 ) + Q1 (T1 − T2 )exp −

(7)

)

(8)

Table.1: Thermo- physical properties of hybrid base fluid and nanoparticles [94]
Physical properties

C2H6O2-H2O (50-50)

Cu

Al2O3



1063.8

8933

3970

 J 

C p 
 kg  k 

3630

385

765

 W 
k

mk 

0.387

401

40

 kg 
3 
m 

1
k

 

5.8*10^-4

 1 
k

m

9.75*10^-4

where, u, v, w are the radial, tangential, and axial velocity components in the (r, θ, z) directions
respectively. T is the temperature, p is hydrodynamic pressure of the fluid and ρhnf is the density
of the hybrid nanofluid, 𝜇hnf and 𝛼hnf are the dynamic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of the
hybrid nanofluid.
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Table.2: Thermo-Physical properties comparison between nanofluid and hybrid nanofluid [94]
Properties
Viscosity

Density

Nanofluid

 nf =

 nf

thermal ex-

 hnf =

(1 −  )2.5




Conductivity

of

f

(1 − 1 )2.5 (1 −  2 )2.5
  s1  
  + 2 s2


 f 

 hnf =  f (1 −  2 )1 − 1 + 1 







3 s − 1




f


=  f 1 +

 

 s   s
 2 +  −   − 1 
f
 f
 


 hnf
= 1+
f

3 (1 1 +  2 2 −  bf  )

1 1 +  2 2 + 2 bf −  bf (1 1 +  2 2 −  bf  )

 = (1 +  2 )

( )hnf = ( ) f (1 −  2 )1 − 1 + 1 ( )s1  +  2 ( )s 2
( ) f 


( )nf = ( ) f 1 −  +  ( )s 
( ) f 



f





 s 



 f 

 nf =  f 1 −  +  

Electric

Coefficient

Hybrid nanofluid







pansion

(Cp )nf = (Cp ) f 1 −  +  (Cp )s 
(Cp ) f 



Heat
Capacity





(Cp )hnf = (Cp ) f (1 −  2 )1 − 1 + 1
+  2 (Cp )s 2

Thermal

k nf

Conductivity

kf

=

k s + (m − 1)k f − (m − 1) (k f − k s )
k s + (m − 1)k f +  (k f − k s )

k hnf
kbf

=



(Cp )s1 
(Cp ) f 

k s 2 + (m − 1)kbf − (m − 1) 2 (kbf − k s 2 )
k s 2 + (m − 1)kbf +  2 (kbf − k s 2 )

where
kbf k s1 + (m − 1)k f − (m − 1)1 (k f − k s1 )
=
kf
k s1 + (m − 1)k f + 1 (k f − k s1 )

The mass conservation law equation (1) is identically satisfied. However, the radial, tangential and
axial momentum equations (replaced with the pressure equation), the energy and the concentration
equations are reduced to the equivalent nonlinear coupled system of ordinary differential equations:


f 
f     4 Re Mf 
−
+ Re 2 ff  − f  2 + g 2 −
−
=0
1
 3   2
2


(9)


g 
g   4 Re Mg
−
+ Re 2 fg  − 2 f g −
=0
1
 3 
2


(10)
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P 2 f 
2 Re
+
+ 4 Re ff  −
f =0
 2 1
 3

(11)

(

) (

)

1 
4 
2
−
  5 + Rd   + EcM 4 f  + g + Q + Q1 exp + 2 6 f  = 0
Pr Re 
3 

(12)

The corresponding boundary conditions (7) at lower and upper disk transform to:
Lower disk: f (0) = − fw, f (0) = A1 , g (0) = 1, P(0) = 0, (0) = − Bi (1 −  (0))

(13)

Upper disk: f (1) = A2 , f (1) = 0, g (1) =  , (1) = 0
But




  s1  
  + 2 s2


 f 

 1 = (1 − 1 )2.5 (1 −  2 )2.5 (1 −  2 )1 − 1 + 1 




  s1  
  + 2 s2

  f 

 2 = (1 −  2 )1 − 1 + 1 

 3 = (1 − 1 )2.5 (1 −  2 )2.5
 4 =1+

3(1 +  2 )(1 1 +  2 2 −  bf (1 +  2 ))

1 1 +  2 2 + 2(1 +  2 ) bf − (1 +  2 ) bf (1 1 +  2 2 −  bf (1 +  2 ))

 k s1 + (m − 1)k f − (m − 1)1 (k f − k s1 )   k s 2 + (m − 1)kbf − (m − 1) 2 (kbf − k s 2 ) 



 5 =  k s1 + (m − 1)k f + 1 (k f − k s1 )   k s 2 + (m − 1)kbf +  2 (kbf − k s 2 ) 
where

 k s1 + (m − 1)k f − (m − 1)1 (k f − k s1 ) 

kbf = k f 
 k + (m − 1)k +  (k − k ) 
s1
f
1
f
s1



 (Cp )s1  
  +  (Cp )s 2
 (Cp )   2
f 




 6 = (1 −  2 )1 − 1 + 1 



Where  =

Pr =

 f Cp f
kf

k 0 1

f

denotes the porosity parameter, Rd =

4 T23
k

is the radiative parameter,

 f  02
 h2
denotes the Prandtl number, M =
is the magnetic parameter, Re = 1
f
 f 1

denotes the reynolds number, Ec =

12 r 2
Cp f (T1 − T2 )

is the Eckert number,  =

2
denotes the
1
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rotation number A1 =

W0
a1
a
is the
andA2 = 2 are scaled stretching parameters, fw =
1
2
2h1

suction/injection parameter, Bi =

hh f
kf

is the Biot number at the lower disk and upper disk.

For making simpler form of Equation (9) and removing 𝜀, it can be differentiated with respect
toand then we have:

f iv
f    4 Re Mf 
−
+ Re 2 ff  − 2 gg  −
=0
1
 3 
2


(14)

4. SKIN FRICTION AND NUSSELT NUMBER
The radial and tangential shear stresses are given as  zr ,  r respectively.
u
z

 zr at the lower disk is given as  zr1 =  hnf

 zr at the upper disk is given as  zr 2 =  hnf

 z at the lower disk is given as  z 1 =  hnf
 z at the upper disk is given as  z 2 =  hnf

u
z

u
z
u
z

 f r1 f (0)



(1 − 1 )2.5 (1 −  2 )2.5 h

z =0


z =h


z =0


z =h

 f r1 f (1)

(1 − 1 )2.5 (1 −  2 )2.5 h
 f r1 g (0)

(1 − 1 )2.5 (1 −  2 )2.5 h
 f r1 g (1)

(1 − 1 )2.5 (1 −  2 )2.5 h

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

The total shear stresses at the surface of the lower and upper rotating disks, respectively, are
given as:

 w1 =  zr2 1 +  z2 1

(19)

 w2 =  zr2 2 +  z2 2

(20)

Therefore the skin friction coefficients Cf(0) and Cf(1) at the lower and upper disks,
respectively, are as follows:

C f (0) =
C f (1) =

 w1

 f (r1 )

2

 w2

=
=

1

Re r (1 − 1 )

2.5

(1 −  2 )

1

( f (0))

2

2.5

( f (1))

2

+ (g (0))

2

+ (g (1))

2





(21)

(22)

 f (r1 ) Re r (1 − 1 ) (1 −  2 )
r h
Where Re r = 1 is the local Reynolds number. The Nusselt numbers at the lower and upper
f
2

2.5

disks, respectively, are as follows:

2.5
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Nu z (0) =
Nu z (1) =

hq w
k f (T1 − T2 )
hq w
k f (T1 − T2 )

(23)
z =0

(24)
z =h

The heat flux qw at the lower and upper rotating disks, respectively, are as follows:

qw
qw

z =0

z =h

= k hnf

T
+ qr
z

= k hnf

T
+ qr
z

z =0

z =h

T1 − T2
h


16 T23 
 k hnf +
 (0)
3k  


(25)

T −T
=− 1 2
h


16 T23 
 k hnf +
 (1)

3
k



(26)

=−

hence the Nusselt numbers at the lower and upper rotating disks surfaces, respectively, are written as:

 k hnf 4

Nu z (0) = −
+ Rd  (0)
 k

3
 f


(27)

 k hnf 4

Nu z (1) = −
+ Rd  (1)
 k

3
 f


(28)

5. ENTROPY GENERATION AND BEJAN NUMBER
Entropy generation rate is the determination of the irreversibilities encountered in a specific process.
The entropy generation is written as:

k hnf  T  2 16 T23  T  2   hnf
 hnf 2 2 2
SG =
+

+
0 u + v
 +




T f  z 
Tf
3k  k f  z   T f

(

)

(29)

where
 u  2 1 2  w  2   v  2  w u  2    v  2
 = 2   + 2 u +    +   + 
+  + r  
 z    z   r z   r  r 
 r  r

(30)

The entropy generation is the combination of three terms as shown below:

 k hnf  T  2 16 T23  T  2 
 +

 


T f  z 
3k  k f  z  



Thermal _ irreversibility

2
  hnf   u  2 1 2  w  2   v  2  w u  2    v  
S G = +
+
2  + 2 u + 
 +  +
 + r   
r
 z    z   r z 
 r  r  
 T f   r 




























Fluid _ fraction _ irreversibility

 hnf 2 2

+
0 u + v2

Tf



 Joule−dissipation−irreversibility

(

)

(31)
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Substituting the similarity transformation of equation (7) into equation (30), we have:
NG =

k hnf 1  4
1
 2 Br
Ag  2 + Af  2 + 12 f  2
1 + Rd   +
2.5
2.5
k f Re  3
Re (1 − 1 ) (1 −  2 )


(

(

+  4MBrA f  2 + g 2

)

)

(32)

Where

NG =

T f S G f

k f (T1 − T2 )1

, Br =

 f r 2 12

k f (T1 − T2 )

, r 2 = Ah2 ,1 =

T1 − T2
Tf

Where Tf denotes the mean temperature, NG is the entropy generation rate, A is the
dimensionless radial parameter, 𝛼1 is the dimensionless temperature difference and Br denotes
the Brinkman number.
The Bejan number (Be) in a dimensionless form is defined as:
Be = Entropy generation due to heat transfer / Total entropy generation.

Be =

k hnf 1  4  2
1 + Rd  
k f Re  3 
k hnf 1  4  2 Br
1
(
Ag  2 + Af  2 + 12 f  2 )
1 + Rd   +
2.5
2.5
k f Re  3 
Re (1 − 1 ) (1 −  2 )

+  4MBrA( f  2 + g 2 )

(33)

6. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
Equations (10), (11), (12) and (14) along with the associated boundary conditions (13) were
solved numerically via Newton's finite difference method with the help of Maple 18.0 software.
In this method, the system of ODEs is converted to a first-order system by introducing a new
dependent variable then the derivatives are replaced by finite-difference approximations, to
form a system of algebraic equations; a mesh of evenly spaced points is then defined on the
solution interval and the algebraic equations are solved at the mesh points by Newton's iteration
scheme.
The solution depend on porosity parameter (𝛽), radiative parameter parameter (Rd), magnetic
parameter (M), Reynolds number (Re), relative rotational parameter (), suction/injection
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parameter (fw), Prandtl number (Pr) and upper and lower scaled stretching parameter (A1) and
(A2) respectively. The effects of parameters were discussed and graphical results were
presented to explore stimulating aspects of the parameters on related profiles.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, the theoretical analysis of hybrid nanofluid flow due to stretchable rotating disks
system under the influence of non-uniform heat source or sink and thermal radiation. Two
types of nanoparticles Copper (Cu) and Alumina (Al2O3) mixed with the base fluid (ethylene
glycol and water) in a ratio 50:50 were considered, the effect of flow parameters were
obtained from the solution. The purpose of this section is to interpret the graphical description
of sundry variables such as local Reynolds number (Re), Magnetic parameter (M), Stretching
rate parameter at the lower disk (A1), Stretching rate parameter at the upper disk (A2) on axial
velocity f (), radial velocity f ( ) , tangential velocity g ( ) and the thermal field θ ().
Figure.2a, b and d, shows a direct relationship between the Reynolds number (Re) and the
axial, radial and the temperature profiles respectively, which implies that profiles are
increasing as we increase (Re) while Figure.2c indicate otherwise, as the Reynolds number
(Re) increases the tangential velocity decreases.
The effect of the stretching parameter at the lower disk (A1) is observed in Figure.3. As shown
in Figure.3a and b, the axial and the radial velocities increase respectively with increment in
the stretching rate parameter at the lower disk. In Figure.3c and d, the tangential and the
temperature profiles decays respectively near the lower disc with increasing (A1).
Figure.4 analyzed the impact of stretching rate parameter at the upper disk (A2). Here in
Figure.4a and b, the axial and radial velocities decays respectively for higher stretching rate
parameter at the upper disk (A2) while Figure.4c and d are directly promotional to the
tangential and temperature profiles respectively with increasing (A2).
Characteristics of skin friction coefficient at the lower and upper disk versus Reynolds number
for different magnetic parameter (M) are shown on Figure.5 and 6 respectively. The skin
friction coefficients are increasing on both graphs.
Figure.7 and 8 displayed the behaviour of Nusselt number at the lower and upper disks
respectively versus the Reynolds number for different magnetic parameter (M). It is noted that
the Nusselt number at the lower and upper disks increases for larger magnetic parameter.
The total entropy generation and Bejan number at the lower disk were discussed in Figure.9
and 10 respectively with increasing Reynolds number, the entropy generation decreases which
is obvious as shown in equation (32) where the non-dimensional entropy generation is
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inversely proportional to the Reynolds number (see Figure.9). Also the Bejan number reduces
with increasing Reynolds number (see Figure.10).The effect of (Q) and (Q1) are demonstrated
on Fig.11 and Fig.12 respectively. It was found that both (Q) and (Q1) enhance the thermal
field. Fig.13, it was found that an increase in radiation parameter (Rd) enhance the absorbing
rate (k*) which decrease the temperature profile. Fig.14 shows the impact of increasing
magnetic field parameter (M) on the thermal field; (M) is noticeably increasing.
The comparison results of skin friction coefficient and Nusselt number of some existing
literature: Turkyilmazoglu et al [28], Hosseinzadeh et al [29] and Sachin Shaw [94], under
some certain conditions (absent of hybrid nanoparticles: φ1=φ2=0) were tabulated on
Table.3and 4 respectively. Table.5 illustrated the behaviour of skin friction coefficient at the
lower and upper rotating disk for different parameters. Table.6 illustrated the behaviour of
Nusselt number at the lower and upper rotating disk for different parameters. The impact of
the total entropy generation and Bejan number are tabulated for different parameters on
Table.7.
Table.3: Comparison table for values of  obtained for φ1=φ2=Q=Q1=Rd=M=𝛽=A1=A2=Ec=0,Re=1.



f (0 )28

-1
-0.8
-0.3
0.0
0.5

0.06666313
0.08394206
0.10395088
0.09997221
0.06663419

f (0 )29
0.06666265832
0.08394497836
0.1039497753
0.09996773288
0.06663026596

f (0 )94
0.06666265672
0.08394497811
0.10394977482
0.09996773274
0.06663026575

Present work
0.06666265784
0.08394497789
0.10394977522
0.09996773292
0.06663026584

Table.4: Comparison table for values of  obtained for φ1=φ2=Q=Q1=Rd=M=𝛽=A1=A2=Ec=0,Re=1.



g (0 )28

g (0 )29

g (0 )94

Present work

-1
-0.8
-0.3
0.0
0.5

2.00095215
1.80258847
1.30442355
1.00427756
0.50261351

2.000952381
1.802594286
1.304432381
1.004285714
0.5026190476

2.000952292
1.802594279
1.304432380
1.004285716
0.5026190474

2.000952354
1.802594280
1.304432378
1.004285715
0.502619047
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Table. 5: Skin friction at the lower and upper rotating disk for different parameters.
M

Re

𝛽

fw

A1

A2

2.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
5.0

0.5
0.8
1.0
-

0.3
-

0.1
-

0.1
-

0.1
-

C f (0)
1.05144660624814
1.23956828020886
1.63266124217681
1.95597199236880
2.28622764371762
2.96143775945779
2.58685632450663
3.00837338466685
3.86243877374415

C f (1)
0.484521102565349
0.601753627545389
0.853133149461925
1.08468123597066
1.30584789533607
1.76207691672611
1.52642271002067
1.81436673224480
2.39942140749220

Table. 6: Nusselt number at the lower and upper rotating disk for different parameters.
M
2.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
5.0

Re
0.5
0.8
1.0
-

Pr
0.07
-

Rd
0.1
-

Q
0.1
-

Q1
0.1
-

Bi
0.1
-

Ec
0.5
-

Nu z (0 )
0.0619155174437872
0.0622197791140176
0.0628274395530562
0.0624364207014617
0.0629229300321823
0.0638940947191340
0.0627843738415703
0.0633924053193499
0.0646058250213665

Nu z (1)
0.107906632229096
0.122960200413254
0.151360203157554
0.135875572225952
0.158775531153162
0.201395194301473
0.155256286907528
0.183365803518309
0.235409348881533

Table. 7: Entropy generation and Bejan number at the lower rotating disk for different parameters.
M
2.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
5.0

Re
0.5
0.8
1.0
-

Pr
0.07
-

Rd
0.1
-

A
0.1
-

𝛼1
0.1
-

Br
0.3
-

N G (0)
0.211534850521512
0.242231882518738
0.304228943431984
0.186317957308928
0.217621756829765
0.280641737469940
0.178279597518223
0.209750697600864
0.273009321131411

Be (0)
0.0582865177515803
0.0509001114626034
0.0405274714526185
0.0413595058109341
0.0354101480948343
0.0274585623203156
0.0345794751436426
0.0293911533144508
0.0225809686110777
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𝛽=0.9,=0.8,A2=0.4,M=2.0,Ec=0.5,A1=Rd=Q=Q1=Bi=fw=φ1=φ2=0.1

Re= 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5

Re= 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5

(a)

(b)

Re= 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5

Re= 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5

(c)

(d)

Figure.2. Effect of Reynolds number (Re) on axial velocity (f), Radial velocity (fꞌ), tangential
velocity (g) and Temperature profile (θ)
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𝛽=0.9,=0.8,A2=0.4,M=2.0,Ec=0.5,Re=1.0,Rd=Q=Q1=Bi=fw=φ1=φ2=0.1

A1= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9
A1= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

(a)

(b)

A1= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

A1= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

Figure.3. Effect of Stretching parameter at the lower disc (A1) on axial velocity (f), Radial
velocity (fꞌ), tangential velocity (g) and Temperature profile (θ)
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𝛽=0.9,=0.8,A1=0.2,M=2.0,Ec=0.5,Re=1.0,Rd=Q=Q1=Bi=fw=φ1=φ2=0.1

A2= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9
A2= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

(a)

A2= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

(c)

(b)

A2= 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

(d)

Figure.4. Effect of Stretching parameter at the upper disc (A2) on axial velocity (f), Radial
velocity (fꞌ), tangential velocity (g) and Temperature profile (θ)
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Figure.5. Effect of the Skin friction at the lower disk
Vs. Re for different M

Figure.6. Effect of the Skin friction at the upper disk
Vs. Re for different M

Figure.7. Effect of the Nusselt number at the lower Figure.8. Effect of the Nusselt number at the upper
disk Vs. Re for different M
disk Vs. Re for different M
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Figure.9. Entropy generation at the lower disk
Vs M for various Re

Q=- 0.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4

Figure.11. Effect of Q on Temperature profile (θ)

Figure.10. Bejannumber at the lower disk
Vs M for various Re

Q1=- 0.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4

Figure.12. Effect of Q1 on Temperature profile (θ)
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Rd=0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5

M=0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5

Figure.13. Effect of Rd on Temperature profile (θ) Figure.14. Effect of M on Temperature profile (θ)

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the effect of Reynolds number, stretching rate parameter at the lower and upper
disk, skin friction coefficient at the lower and upper disk, Nusselt number at the lower and
upper disk, the total entropy generation, Bejan number, radiation parameter, temperature
dependent heat source parameter, surface dependent heat source parameter and magnetic
parameter on the Mixture of Al2O3-Cu/H2O-(CH2OH)2 MHD hybrid nanofluid flow due to a
stretchable rotating disks system have been investigated using the Newton’s finite differential
method. It is confirmed in this work that the radiation parameter enhance the adsorption rate
which decreases the temperature profile. Base on the work the following remarks were made.
1) As the Reynolds number increase, the axial, radial and thermal field increases significantly
while tangential velocities decrease.
2) Increasing the stretching rate parameter at the lower disk (A1), the axial and the radial
velocities enhances near the lower disk while the tangential velocity and the temperature
profile decreases near the lower disk but the impact of increasing stretching rate parameter
at the upper disk (A2) is the opposite of (A1) on all the profiles.
3) Increasing the temperature dependent heat source parameter and the surface dependent heat
source parameter evokes a corresponding increase in the thermal field for both parameters.
4) By increasing the Reynolds number, the total entropy generation and Bejan number at the
lower disk decreases, which are obvious as shown in equation (32) where the nondimensional entropy generation is inversely proportional to the Reynolds number.
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